**DESIGN STATEMENT**
Silver granite cobble setts can be used in designated shared zone areas to subtly alert users (feeling & colour contrast) to the potential vehicles passing by. In the overall design, granite cobble sett should be combined with smooth surface areas to allow access for pram and wheel chair.

**APPLICABLE LOCATION**
The treatment should be used in Coburg Activity Centre in the specified Shared Space. The setts should be used in conjunction with ‘bluestone - granite flagstone’ pavement.

**COUNCIL STANDARD DRAWING**
N/A

**CROSS REFERENCE DOCUMENT**
- Coburg Streetscape Masterplan
- Brunswick Public Realm Design Manual
- AS 1428.1-1998 Supply of concrete

**STANDARD SPECIFICATION**

**Dimension:** Setts should be 100x100mm and should match silver highlight flagstones in the shared zone areas.

**Grout:** 10mm max. grouted joints colour to match setts. Grout finish level 5mm below face.

**SUPPLIER**
N/A

**MAINTENANCE**

**Road Maintenance Unit:** Replace Sections of footpaths when damaged.

**Street Cleansing Unit:** Cleaning will be undertaken as per current schedule.

**GENERAL NOTES**

1. **Mix:** Concrete for paver base shall be ready mix in accordance with relevant Australian Standard and shall have a 28 day compressive strength of 25Mpa minimum.

2. **Grade:** The cross fall of footpaths should not exceed 1 in 40.

3. **Joints:** expansion joints should be provided at max. 15 metres intervals.
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GRANITE COBBLE SETTS
BEDDING, 25mm SAND
REO SL82 MESH CENTRAL
125mm CONCRETE (F'c = 32 MPa)
50mm CRUSHED CONCRETE
CLASS 2 BEDDING